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An S-space is a normal topological space in which each covering 
by open sets has a refinement which is star-finite, that is, each set of 
the refinement meets only a finite number of sets of the refinement. 
Thus a compact ( = bicompact) space is an S-space, and an S-space 
is paracompact [ l ] . 1 

In this note we discuss cartesian products in which one of the 
factors is an S-space. We show that if the other factor is compact, 
then the product is an S-space, and the dimension of the product does 
not exceed the sum of the dimensions of the factors. However, if 
both factors are S-spaces, the product need not be an S-space. 

THEOREM. Let A be an n-dimensional S-space and B an m-dimen-
sional compact space. Then A XB is an S-space and dim{A XB) ^n+m. 

By the dimension of a space we mean, of course, the Lebesgue di
mension (cf. [2, p. 206]). 

Let SBo be an arbitrary covering of AXB. We are going to con
struct a locally-finite cell complex, Z>, with dim D^n+m, a mapping 
ƒ of AXB onto D, and a covering §) of D such that .f""1 (2)) 'ls a refine
ment of SBo. 

Let a be any point of A. Each point of aXB is contained in an 
open set of the form UX V, U open in A, V open in B, such that 
UXV is contained in an open set of SBo. For a fixed point a £ i , 
the set of all such V's is a covering of B, and hence a finite number of 
them, say Va,i, Va,2, • • • , Va,k(a), form a covering 33a of B. Let Ua be 
the intersection of the corresponding U's. 

The collection of all such sets Ua is a covering of A. Hence there is 
a star-finite refinement U of this covering whose order is no more 
than n + 1. We may also assume [2, p. 210] that U is normal, that is, 
that there is a mapping </> of A onto N(VL) such that each open set of 
U is the inverse image, under <£, of the star of a vertex of iV(U). 

We form a covering SB of A XB as follows: each set U of U is con
tained in some Ua, and with each Ua is associated a covering 3Sa of B. 
Form the product of U with each set of 3Sa. The totality of these 
products forms SB, and by construction, SB is a refinement of SBo-

Let 0 be the mapping of A XB onto iV(U) XB defined by 6(aXb) 
= (j>(a)Xb, where <j> is the above mapping of A onto iV(U). Each ele-
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ment of 38 is thus mapped by 6 onto an open set of N(]X) XB, so 
£ = 0(9B) is a covering of N(VL) XB. 

Now let U\ be a fixed vertex of iV(U) and let Si be the closed star of 
Ui, and, inductively, let Si be the closed star of 5»_i. Let !Ti = 5i and 
let Ti, i>l, be the closure of S» —S»_i, and let i? t = r»_iP\jT»-. 

Now U*°Li 5» is a connected set which is both open and closed in 
N(U) and hence is a component of N(VL). Since the constructions we 
make below can be made independently in each component, we may 
assume without loss of generality that U^i Si — N(U). 

Each vertex u of N(U) corresponds to an open set U of U and, as 
above, each U is contained in a set Ua to which there corresponds a 
covering 33a of B. Let 33/ be a finite covering of B which is a com
mon refinement of each 33a which corresponds to a vertex of Zi. Let 
33i be a normal finite covering of B which is of order not greater than 
m-\-l and which is a star-refinement of 25/, that is, each set consist
ing of an element 33i together with all the elements of 33i which meet 
it is in an element of 33/. 

In general, having obtained 33»_i, we obtain 33» as follows: let 33»' 
be a common finite refinement of 33*-i and of each 33a which corre
sponds to a vertex of TV Let 93» be a normal finite covering of B, of 
order not greater than tn + 1, which is a star-refinement of 33»'. 

Let d be the finite cell-complex TiXN(2$i). Since 33; is a refine
ment of 33»_i, there is a projection 7r», a. simplicial mapping, of iV(33») 
into iV(33»_i). For each i, identify the subcomplex jR;XiV(33») of 
TiXN(%i) with the subcomplex i?»-X7r»iV(33») of T^XN^&i^). The 
result of these identifications is the cell-complex D. Since iV(U) is at 
most ^-dimensional, and iV(33»), for each i, is at most m-dimensional, 
the highest possible dimension for a cell of D is n+m. 

Since each 33» is normal, there is a corresponding mapping f» of B 
onto iV(33»). Let f be the transformation of N(U)XB onto Z) defined 
by setting Ç(pXb)=pXÇi(b) for pÇ.Ti — Ri. Since each 7r» is con
tinuous, so is f. Now ƒ = f 0 is a mapping of -4 XJ5 onto D. 

To construct the covering §) of Z), let w be any vertex of iV(U). 
Then u is in some i?». Let v be a vertex of iV(U»-i), and consider uXv 
as a vertex of C»_i. Let if be the star, in C»_i, of wXfl. Then consider 
w a s a vertex of Tif and let #i, #2, • • • , v8 be all the vertices of iV(U») 
which are mapped onto v by Ti. Let £ be the union of the stars of 
uXvu • • • , wX#« in d. Then the set E\JL of C»_iUC; becomes, 
after the identifications made in defining D, an open set of D con
taining uXv. The collection of all such sets constitutes the covering 
§). Since each 33» is a star-refinement of 33»_i, it is easy to see that f _1(2)) 
is a refinement of 3É and hence that ƒ" *(§!)) is a refinement of 333. 
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It is now easy to finish the proof of the theorem. First we make a 
barycentric subdivision of D, thus obtaining a simplicial complex E. 
Let e\ be a vertex of E, and let 5» have the same meaning for E as Si 
has for N(U) above. Next we subdivide S2 simplicially until the star 
of each vertex in the induced subdivision of Si is contained in some 
element of §). Then we subdivide 53 simplicially, without introducing 
any new vertices in 3>i, until each vertex of the induced subdivision 
of S2 has its star contained in some element of §). 

Continuing in this fashion, all of E is subdivided in such a way that 
each cell of D is divided into a finite number of simplexes. 

Now let S be the covering of D by the stars of the vertices of the 
subdivision of E. By construction, 3 is a refinement of §). Since each 
cell of D is of dimension at most n+tn, the same is true of E and of 
its subdivision. Hence, order 3 = ^ + ^ + 1- Clearly 3 is star-finite. 
Hence /"*1(t3) is a star-finite covering of A XB, of order not greater 
than n+tn + 1, and a refinement of SB0, which proves the theorem. 

To show that the product of two 5-spaces need not be an S-space, 
we appeal to an example, constructed by Sorgenfrey [4], of a para
compact space whose product with itself is not paracompact. I t is 
only necessary to observe that this space is actually an S-space, as is 
easily seen by an inspection of his proof. 

Finally, we remark that Hemmingsen [3] has shown that the di
mension theorem holds for the product of two compact spaces, and 
Dieudonné [ l ] has shown that the product of a compact space and a 
paracompact space is paracompact. Thus, the only unsettled ques
tion in this direction is that concerning the dimension of the product 
of a compact and paracompact space. It is clear that the method used 
above cannot be used in this case. 
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